
Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance & Operations

5-Day Financials Workshop

Let’s Connect.
Contact us for more details.

www.turnkeytec.com/contact
888-876-5393

This hands-on training bootcamp will get you up-to-speed on the nance functionality in Microsoft Dynamics 365 for 
Finance and Operations with a curriculum aligned with the skills measured in the Microsoft MB-310 Exam. 

In this ve-day, deep dive workshop you will become uent in the accounting and nance processes within Microsoft 
Dynamics 365 while simultaneously working toward Microsoft’s recommended learning path.

•  Five full days of hands-on training (remote)
•  Self-paced training materials for Microsoft MB-310 Exam

Voted Best in Reliability by St. Louis Small Business Monthly, Turnkey Technologies is a Tier 1 Microsoft Partner focused 
solely on turning your most ambitious business goals into reality through Microsoft business solutions.

As monolithic, on-premise ERP solutions have evolved into exible, cloud-based platforms, Turnkey has helped hundreds 
of companies stay ahead of these industry-driving trends. Let us help champion positive change in your organization 
and give your Microsoft Dynamics solution a lasting impact.

•  Day 1: Set up and congure nancial management
       •  Implement and congure nancial modules
       •  Implement and test advanced features
       •  Implement and test cost and allocation policies
       •  Perform periodic processes
       •  Congure, collect and report taxes
•  Day 2: Manage and Apply Common Processes•  Day 2: Manage and Apply Common Processes
       •  Dene and congure the account structure
       •  Implement regulatory and localization features and manage currencies
       •  Implement and manage journals
•  Day 3: Implement and Manage Accounts Payable and Receivable
       •  Accounts Receivable
       •  Accounts Payable
•  Day 4: Manage Budgeting and Fixed Assets•  Day 4: Manage Budgeting and Fixed Assets
       •  Congure and manage Budgeting processes
       •  Implement and manage Fixed Assets
•  Day 5: Build and Manage Reports
       •  Manage reports within Dynamics 365
       •  Learn how to congure charts and dashboards
       •  Learn about the benets of Power BI

Agenda Deliverables

Why Turnkey Technologies?


